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ABOUT COOLMAY

Company profile The Birth of a New Generation of AC Servo 
by Coolmay Technology

         Shenzhen  Coolmay Technology Co., Ltd., founded  in 2006 and headquartered  in Nanshan 

District,  Shenzhen, is a national high-tech enterprise specializing in the R &amp; D and production 

of industrial PLC  automation products  and the provision of automation engineering services. It 

mainly produces PLC, PLC all-in-one  machine, touch screen HMI, power supply, servo, stepping, 

frequency  converter and IOT  module. Our products  are widely used in industrial and civil 

automation fields, such as packaging  machinery, textile  machinery, printing machinery, injection 

molding machinery, coal  mining  equipment, environm ental  protection engineering, etc. Since its 

development, the  company has more than 200 employees, with a total area of 5000 square meters. 

The company has more than 40 high-precision  technology research and development teams, with 

an  average of more than 10 years of  experience. It accurately grasps the development direction of 

PLC automation, and its products have obtained more than 100 patents and software works. The c 

ompany has passed the ISO9001 quality  management  system certification, obtained the  national 

intellectual property system implementation  certification, and its products have obtained  

international certifications such as ce/rohs, Can provide customers with professional automation 

solutions. After more  than ten years of refining and polishing, Coolmay technology has opened up  

its own place in the highly competitive market, and has built a thriving sales network through the 

joint development of online and offline. Up to now, Coolmay technology has more than 50 dealers in 

China, with sales covering all parts of the country and exported to more than 160 countries and 

regions around the world, and has won the unanimous trust and praise of many well-known 

customers, such as Foxconn, BYD, Han's laser, PetroChina, etc.

         In  the future, Coolmay technology will always  adhere to  the business philosophy  of 

"sincerity and trust, excellence,  customer achievement, and  win-win cooperation", shoulder  the 

corporate  mission of "making  automation control simpler", devote itself to the field of industrial 

control automation, provide customers with high-quality, low-cost embedded industrial control 

products, solutions and services, and provide more efficient, smarter, and safer Production 

assurance for the industrial automation industry, Based on the automation industry, it has become 

a well-known PLC brand in the world.

        With the promotion of industry 4.0, the market demand of servo motor industry is growing 

steadily, and the requirements of automation users for the performance, quality and price of servo 

products are becoming more and more stringent. Coolmay technology keeps pace with the times, 

and through deep cultivation, it has developed high cost-effective servo products that meet the 

precise needs of the market and users.

         Coolmay Technology mx3g series servo PLC all-in-one machine adopts a new generation of 

servo control algorithm, which is a DSP based, high-performance, high-precision, network-based 

all digital servo driver; It is a multifunctional intelligent servo integrating servo drive technology, 

PLC technology and motion control technology. It can save the cost of users to the greatest extent, 

and has the characteristics of high integration, simple operation and small volume. It is the "optimal 

solution" in the servo system and the preferred solution for general servo applications.
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Servo PLC integrated machine

MX3G series servo PLC 
integrated machine

System Overview

Drive Specifications

Servo PLC integrated machine
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System wiring model

AC servo motor

Servo PLC integrated machine

Motor power cable

Encoder cable

Power supply single-phase 220VAC

  
       

      
    

 

 

Air circuit breaker

It is used to protect the power 

line and cut off the circuit
when the outgoing line
is overcurrent.

Noise filter

Used to prevent noise 
from outside the power 

line

Braking resistance
The default built-in braking resistance.
 When the bus voltage is insufficient,
 the P-C terminal is connected to the
 external braking resistance

Electromagnetic contactor 

Turn on / off the servo power 
supply, and install AC surge 
suppressor when using

.

Operation panel

Type-C (PLC download port)

PLC input device
Common input devices include 
buttons, proximity switches, 
transfer switches, dialers, 
various sensors, etc

PLC output device
Common input equipment 
relays, contactors, solenoid 
valves, etc

MX3G series servo PLC integrated machine system overview

Product Features Introduction

Good dynamic response performance

          Coolmay servo PLC integrated machine is a DSP based, high-performance, high-precision, multi-function, network-based all 
digital servo driver. Servo PLC integrated machine is also known as "intelligent servo", "programmable servo driver", 
"programmable servo amplifier", which integrates servo drive technology, PLC technology and motion control technology. Ladder 
diagram programming can be carried out inside to complete the logic and data operation of PLC, and the synchronous control 
function of multi axis motor can be realized through the unique motion control instructions. Intelligent servo is a part of servo 
system, which is mainly used in high-end equipment and the core control components of intelligent machines. Intelligent servo can 
be widely used in textile machinery, woodworking machinery and other fields.

PLC function, motion control and servo function are 
integrated, the servo three-loop data and controller data 
are shared in real time, there is no communication delay, 
and the dynamic response performance is good, which 
can solve the problem of high-speed and high-precision 
motion control.

Smaller size, saving installation space

The size step is 20% smaller than most servos, 

and the built-in PLC

Save a PLC installation space than ordinary servo + PLC

Built in i/o terminal

With pulse input and output; Support positioning, 

without saving PLC pulse output points

Coolmay servo +plc fusion, PLC in addition to controlling this 
servo,Pulse points are also reserved to control other servos

Built in professional motion control instructions

Such as electronic gears, interpolation, tabulation, etc., which 

can realize the process requirements by themselves

Professional algorithm

www.coolmayplc.com www.coolmayplc.com
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Specification introduction of MX3G series servo PLC integrated machine

Naming rules of all-in-one machine

MX3G   C40  -  32MT-

Mechanical dimensions of all-in-one machine Parameters and specifications of all-in-one machine

MX3G-C40/C75(unit：mm)

Model MX3G-C40/C75 series servo PLC integrated machine

Input power supply

PLC logic supply voltage DC24V

Main circuit power supply: single-phase AC220V, voltage range 200V~240V, 50/60Hz

Control loop power supply: provided by internal conversion, no external power supply required

Specific power of servo below 1kW,

C40:50W~400W； C75:400W~750W

PLC switching value, 16 in /16 out, MOS tube output

Drive motor

Control model

Encoder feedback

Operation mode

Communication type

Input / output signal

Rated power (kw)

Rated current (A)

Adaptive motor rating
Current range (A)

Linear (DDL), Torque (DDR), Voice Coil, Brushed, Brushless Servo Motors

Motion sequence, point-to-point, electronic gear, position, speed, torque control modes

17-bit single-turn absolute encoder

Independent Programmable Control (PLC), external control (step pulse, PWM, encoder A/B), 
or distributedNetwork control (modbus/rs communication)

RS485（Support modbus protocol, RS protocol）

16 opto-isolated inputs
16 optoelectronic isolated outputs, including three high-speed pulses; all programmable and general

0.4KW/0.75KW

2.5A/3.0A

2.0~3.0A/3.0~4.0A

Program capacity 16K/step

High speed processing

Data register

Operating ambient 
temperature

Ambient humidity

Storage temperature

Storage humidity

Vibration / shock

Occasion

I/O refresh command, input interrupt 6 points, timer interrupt 3 points

D0~D3999，4000 points in total

-10~55℃ does not freeze

10 ~99[RH%] non-condensing

-20℃~60℃ (Maximum temperature guarantee: 80℃ for 72 hours)

Normal use below 1000m altitude, derated use above 1000m altitude

4.9 (m/s ) /19.6 (m/s  )2 2

Indoor, no dust, no corrosive gas, no direct sunlight

Vibration / shock

Comprehensive 
protection design

 
24.9 (m/s ) /19.6 (m/s )2

Overcurrent, Short Circuit, Ground, Overvoltage, Undervoltage, I2t, Control Error

Servo PLC integrated machine

Screw hole

www.coolmayplc.com www.coolmayplc.com
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Servo PLC all-in-one interface description

MX3G-C40         MX3G-C75Applicable Model:

CN2:Type-c（PLCdownload port）

L1,L2:Mains power into terminal

P,D,C: Internal busbar and braking resistor 
connection terminal

U,V,W: Servo motor connection terminal, 
connected with U, V, W

CHARGE: Bus voltage indicator. Used to 
indicate that the bus capacitor is in a charged 
state. When the indicator light is on, even if the 
main circuit power is turned off, the internal 
capacitor of the servo unit still has electric 
charge. Therefore, do not touch the power 
supply when the light is on to avoid electric 
shock.

Operation panel

PLC-RS-485(Serial port 2)

CN1:Encoder signal terminal, 
connected with absolute encoder motor

Servo RS-485

Y1-Y3:pulse port

PE:Ground terminal, connected to the power supply 
and motor ground terminal for grounding

MX3G-C40/75 Servo All-in-One Front Panel Introduction

Servo PLC all-in-one wiring instructions

Pulse Wiring Instructions

Drive Panel Description

Panel composition

The panel consists of 5 LED digital tube displays and 4 buttons,                         which are used to display various states of the 
system and set parameters. Operations are hierarchical operations, which are expanded layer by layer from the main menu.

Key Description

symbol name illustration

Add 

Decrease 
Exit 
Confirm 

Add serial number or value; 
Long press has repetition effect

Reduce the serial number or value; 
Long press has repetition effect

Menu exit; Operation cancellation

Operation confirmation

Driver panel display interface

PLC input

PLC output

Servo integrated machine
single-phase

Serial port 2

Serial port 3

unit

Servo 
communication 
unit

Drive

Fig. 6  Wiring diagram of mMX3G-C40/C75 servo all-in-one machine

direction3

direction2

direction1

pulse 3

pulse 2

pulse 1
PLC internal equivalent circuit

5K Ω resistor must be connected in series for 5V driver, but not for 24V driver

Encoder

Motor

www.coolmayplc.com www.coolmayplc.com
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C600S series pulse AC 
servo system

System overview
Drive specifications

C600S Series Pules Type Ac Servos

Pulse AC servo system

B

www.coolmayplc.com www.coolmayplc.com
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Overview of c600s series pulse AC servo system

Introduction to product features

Powerful internal motion control function, which can complete control modes such as position, 

speed, torque and homing, and support i/o control and standard Modbus RTU The protocol can 

replace PLC or pulse module in some occasions to reduce the application cost.

Easy connection with touch screen (HMI)

Simplified control system

Save wiring

Parameter setting and status monitoring

Rs485 motion control with PLC

PLC comes with RS485 interface

Simple control and convenient programming

Save PLC pulse output points

Direct control via switch

Minimalist motion control scheme

Ultra low cost design

Cyclic control of point motion

Controlled by i/o module of PLC

PLC pulse output module required

Reduce users' system design cost

 Simpler control and easy operation

System wiring model

AC servo motor

Power supply single-phase 220VAC

Pulse AC servo system

Air circuit breaker
It is used to protect the power 
line and cut off thecircuit when 
the outgoingline is overcurrent.

Noise filter

Used to prevent noise from 
outside the power line

Electromagnetic contactor
Turn on / off the servo power 
supply, and install AC surge 
suppressor when using

Braking resistance

The default built-in braking resistance. 
When the bus voltage is insufficient, 
the P-C terminal is connected to the 
external braking resistance.

Encoder cable

Control signal terminal

CNC system, programmable 

controller or other devices

www.coolmayplc.com www.coolmayplc.com
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Specification introduction of pulse AC servo driver

Naming rules for servo drives

C600   S  -  40-  

Mechanical dimensions of servo driver Servo driver parameter specifications

C600S-40/75(unit：mm)

Model C600S-40 C600 -S 75
Type Simple type

Output power 0.05KW~0.4KW 0.75KW~1KW
Main circuit
Input power 
supply

Single phase AC220V-15%~+10%  50/60Hz

Control 
mode

0: position control mode; 1: Speed control mode; 2: Torque control mode; 
3: Position and speed mixed control mode; 4: Position torque hybrid control mode; 

5: Speed torque hybrid control mode

Protection 
function

Over speed / over voltage and under voltage of main power supply / over current / 
overload / abnormal encoder / abnormal control power supply / position out of tolerance

Monitoring 
function

Speed / current position / command pulse accumulation / position deviation / 
motor torque / motor current / operation status, etc

Control input
1: Servo enable 2.: Alarm clear 3: CCW drive prohibited 4: CW drive prohibited 
5: deviation counter cleared 6: instruction pulse prohibited 7: CCW torque limit 

8: CW torque limit

Control output Servo ready / servo alarm / positioning complete / mechanical braking

Energy consum-
ption braking Support built-in and external

Applicable load Less than 3 times of motor inertia

Display operation 5-digit LED digital tube display, 4 operation keys

Communication 
mode RS485

Position 
control

0: pulse + direction

1: CCW/CW pulse

2: A/b two-phase orthogonal pulse

3: Internal position control

Input mode

Gear ratio Denominator : 1-32767

Input Electronics
Gear ratio

Gear ratio numerator: 1-32767

Single phaseAC220V-15%~+10% 50/60Hz

Simple type

C o o l m a y technology
C series servo driver

S: Simple servo, suitable for 17 bit absolute encoder

Specific power of servo below 1kW,
40:50W~400W; 75:400W~750W

Pulse AC servo system

Screw hole

www.coolmayplc.com www.coolmayplc.com
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Driver interface description

Applicable model:

Introduction of small cover plate

Cn1:  The encoder signal terminal is 
connected with the incremental 

encoder motor.

Input / output control 
signal terminal

P,D,C,N：Internal bus and braking 
resistance connection terminal.

U,V,W：The connection terminal of servo motor 
is connected  with u, V and W.

PE：The grounding terminal is 
connected with the grounding terminal of 

power supply and motor for grounding treatment.

C600 - Introduction to front panel of servo driverS 40/75

L1,L2：Main power input terminal.
Charge: bus voltage indicator.
It is used to indicate that the bus 
capacitance is in a charged state. 
When the indicator light is on, 
even if the power supply of the 
main circuit is turned off, there 
is still charge in the capacitor 
inside the servo unit. Therefore, 
do not touch the power terminal 
when the light is on to avoid 
electric shock.

C600S-40          C600S-75 

Decrease key: decrease the sequence number 
or value; Long press has repetition effect

Add key: increase the sequence 
number or value; Long press 
has repetition effect

Exit key: menu exit; 
Operation cancellation

SET 
 confirmation

confirmation key: operation

Pulse AC servo system

www.coolmayplc.com www.coolmayplc.com
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Drive control mode wiring diagram

Wiring diagram of position control mode

1. The internal +24v power supply voltage range is 20v~28v, and the maximum working current is 100mA. 
If an external 24V power supply is used, please connect the external power supply +24v to pin 16 (COM), 
and the external power supply 0V to pin 43 (e0v).

Speed / torque control mode wiring diagram

C600S-40  C600S-75Applicable model: C600S-40Applicable model: C600S-75

Pulse AC servo system

2. The user of do output power supply needs to provide it by himself. The recommended 
working powersupply voltage is DC24V, and the conduction voltage drop of do port is about 2.4V. 
Please pay attention to it in application.The maximum allowable voltage of do port is DC30V 
and the maximum allowable current is 50mA.

Servo enable
Alarm clear

Forward drive 
inhibit

Reverse drive 
inhibit

digital output

 Position command 
  PULS(5v)

Position command 
SIGN(5v)

Servo enable

Alarm clear

Forward drive 
inhibit

Reverse drive 
inhibit

digital output

Speed or torque 
simulation command 
(-10~+10v)

Note： Indicates twisted pair 
shielded wire

Servo driver
Servo driver

motor

EncoderEncoder

motor
single-phase

single-phase

www.coolmayplc.com www.coolmayplc.com
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New Type AC Servo Motor

C

Introduction of 
AC servo motor

AC servo motor

www.coolmayplc.com www.coolmayplc.com
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Overview of new generation servo motor

电机的命名规则

C     60 -  04     30      A    -   -  UAAN7J     3K    
Motor type,
Cn7J series

Frame number:

60(mm)
80(mm)

Power, 04 for 400W
08 stands for 750W, and so on

Output shaft type, UAA represents keyed 
and threaded holeVBA stands for keyed 

threaded holes and brakes

Voltage level, a stands for 220V

Encoder feedback, 3K stands for 17bit
Absolute value of single coil of magnetic knitting.

Maximum speed（ × 100rpm):
30 means rated speed 3000rpm

Basic structure of servo motor

Aluminum die-casting end cover and bearing steel

sleeve are used at the shaft outlet end, which 

effectively increases the radial load capacity 

and motor life

Rotor design:

• high magnetic energy magnetic steel can effectively improve the output torque of the motor

• the segmented dislocation magnetic steel structure effectively reduces the cogging torque 

and makes the motor run smoothly,

Easy speed control and precise positioning

• rotor balance block makes the motor run more smoothly at high speed

The rear bearing is fixed, minimizing the motor
Axial movement makes the motor run more smoothly

A variety of encoder options ensure

 the performance and accuracy of the motor

Tthe aluminum die-casting rear end cover enhances 

the anti-interference of the motor to adapt to the 

complex working environment

AC Servo Motor

AC servo motor

Servo motor refers to the engine that controls the operation of mechanical components in the servo system. It is an indirect 
speed change device of auxiliary motor. The servo motor can control the speed, and the position 
accuracy is very accurate. It can convert the voltage signal into torque and speed to drive the control object. The rotor speed 
of the servo motor is controlled by the input signal and can respond quickly. In the automatic control 
system, it is used as the actuator, and has the characteristics of small electromechanical time constant and high linearity. It 
can convert the received electrical signal into the angular displacement or angular speed output on
 the motor shaft. Its main feature is that when the signal voltage is zero, there is no rotation phenomenon, and the speed 
decreases uniformly with the increase of torque.

www.coolmayplc.com www.coolmayplc.com
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Motor model

2.9±10%

220
400
1.27
3.82

2.8±10%
8.4±10%

3000
5000

0.47±10%
28±10%

Maximum speed (RPM)

Back EMF (v/1000rpm)
Line resistance (HMS)

Rated voltage (V)
Rated power (kw)
Rated torque (N.m)
Peak torque (N.m)
Rated current (AMS)
Peak current (AMS)
Rated speed (RPM)

Polar logarithm (pair)

5±10%
0.65±10%

5
Single lap  17Bit

Parameter table of 60 series servo motor

CN7J-060430A3KUAA

Encoder type optional:

Sign code

A6
A1
B4

I5
B9

CN7J-060430A3KVBA

Torque coefficient (N.m)

Winding (line to line) inductance (MH)
Moment of inertia (HMS)

Feedback element (absolute value)
Motor feedback level Ip54( )Except for the connecting part between the connector and the shaft

Power line connector Encoder wire connector

Hold brake button
Maintain brake operating voltage
Insulation class

Insulation resistance
Direction of rotation
Motor weight (kg)

Service temperature
Storage humidity
Use environment
Installation altitude
Test conditions

Cable specification

No
No

1.35

＞20MΩ    DC500V
Counterclockwise rotation (CCW) from the motor shaft extension end

0℃~40℃

20% - 80% (no condensation)

Keep away from active gas, combustible gas, oil and ash
For use below 1000m and for use above 1000M

For use below 1000m and for use above 1000M
4 * 0.75mm2, bending times less than 5million

F

Socket model

No.

signal

colour

1 2 3 4

U V W PE

blue black yellow green

Plastic shell Male plug:AMP 172167-1( )
terminal Male terminal: AMP 170360-1( )

No.

signal

colour

1 2

shield

Linker B definition

shield

VB-
dark

 brown

3 4 5 6 7 8 9

VB+ SD- 0V SD+ 5V

brown blue 
black black blue red

Encoder type

Economic single-turn absolute value 17 bits
Economical multi-turn absolute value 17 bits

High-performance multi-turn absolute value 23-bit

High performance incremental 10000 lines
High-performance single-turn absolute value 23 bits

AC servo motor

Installation notes

1. When the installation/removal part is at the end of the motor shaft, please do not knock 
     the shaft hard to prevent the encoder at the other end of the shaft from being damaged.

2. Try to prevent the shaft seat from vibrating to prevent damage to the bearing.

red View direction  View direction

Torque-speed characteristic curve

The relationship between encoder zero point and motor phase A. Continuous use area/Continuous Duty Zone
B. Instant use area/Intermittent Duty Zone

 speed(rpm)

 torque(N.m)

U opposite 
electromotive force

Encoder z+ signal

V opposite 
electromotive force

W opposite 
electromotive force

 4-φ5,5connection

www.coolmayplc.com www.coolmayplc.com
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Parameter table of 80 series servo motor

Motor model

1.5±10%

220
750
2.4
7 2.

4.8±10%
14.4±10%

3000
5000

0.58±10%
32±10%

Maximum speed (RPM)

Back EMF (v/1000rpm)
Line resistance (HMS)

Rated voltage (V)
Rated power (kw)
Rated torque (N.m)
Peak torque (N.m)
Rated current (AMS)
Peak current (AMS)
Rated speed (RPM)

Polar logarithm (pair)

5.2±20%
1.74±10%

5
Single lap 17bit

CN7J-080830A1KUAA CN7J-080830A1KVBA

Torque coefficient (N.m)

Winding (line to line) inductance (MH)
Moment of inertia (HMS)

Feedback element (absolute value)
Motor feedback level Ip54(Except for the connecting part between the connector and the shaft)
Hold brake button
Maintain brake operating voltage
Insulation class

Insulation resistance
Direction of rotation
Motor weight (kg)

Service temperature
Storage humidity
Use environment
Installation altitude
Test conditions

Cable specification

No

No

2.3

＞20MΩ    DC500V
Counterclockwise rotation (CCW) from the motor shaft extension end

0℃~40℃

20% - 80% (no condensation)
Keep away from active gas, combustible gas, oil and ash

For use below 1000m and for use above 1000M

Install on 200x200x20 thick aluminum plate
4 * 0.75mm2, bending times less than 5million

F

Power line connector Encoder wire connector

Socket model

No.

signal 
colour

1 2 3 4
U V W PE
red blue black Yellow green

Plastic shell : AMP 172167-1(Male plug)
terminal : AMP 170360-1( )Male terminal

Torque-speed characteristic curve

The relationship between encoder zero point and motor phase A. Continuous use area/Continuous Duty Zone
B. Instant use area/Intermittent Duty Zone

No.

signal 
colour

1 2

shield

Linker B definition

shield

VB-
dark

 brown

3 4 5 6 7 8 9

VB+ SD- 0V SD+ 5V

brown Blue 
black black blue red

26

Encoder type optional:

Encoder typeSign code

A6
A1
B4

I5
B9

Economic single-turn absolute value 17 bits
Economical multi-turn absolute value 17 bits

High-performance multi-turn absolute value 23-bit

High performance incremental 10000 lines
High-performance single-turn absolute value 23 bits

AC servo motor

1. When the installation/removal part is at the end of the motor shaft, please do not knock 
     the shaft hard to prevent the encoder at the other end of the shaft from being damaged.

2. Try to prevent the shaft seat from vibrating to prevent damage to the bearing.

Installation notes

Motor line
Rubber shel:172167-1(AMP)

 Terminal pin:170360-1(AMP)

Encoder line
Rubber shel:172169-1(AMP)

 Terminal pin:170359-1(AMP)

 Standard oil seal

Standard oil seal

proportion： 1:1.5

 View direction  View direction

 speed(rpm)

 torque(N.m)

U opposite 
electromotive force

Encoder z+ signal

V opposite 
electromotive force

W opposite 
electromotive force

www.coolmayplc.com www.coolmayplc.com
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Accessories introduction

Accessories list

Arrival inspection

Optional accessories

Power line

Two kinds of standing stock line length of 3M and 5m are provided
Two types: plastic plug and aviation plug connector
According to customer needs, independent connector accessories are also provided

Encoder line

Two kinds of standing stock line length of 3M and 5m are provided
Two types: plastic plug and aviation plug connector
According to customer needs, independent connector accessories are also provided

Brake line (only optional when equipped with holding brake motor)
According to the control requirements of customers, there are two 
types of servo motors, with holding brake and without holding brake
Two types: plastic plug and aviation plug connector
According to customer needs, independent connector accessories are also provided

Note: for power line, encoder line and brake line, our company provides 3M /5m standing stock. If customers have 
other line length requirements, please contact our sales department in advance.

Wiring information

Standard accessories of servo and servo all-in-one machine include:

(2) Control signal terminal 3.5mm double row 2*12pin terminal (for servo driver)

(3) Two input and output 3.5mm double row 2*10pin terminals (for servo 
       integrated machine)

(1) One main power input plug

(4) Internal resistance brake pad

Battery box

For multi turn encoder line

DL     6 S   -  XX    -   G -      XX       -       4PA   00          

DL
BM
KZ
BZ

Sign
Power line

Encoder line

control line
Brake line

Sign

Sign

any 
value

The length of the line, 
unit: meters
01 means 1 meter long
03 means 3M long, etc

Sign definition
G High flexible line

C Ordinary 
flexible line

Sign

4PA 4- hole amp head
4PH 4-hole aviation short head

4PDH 4-hole large aviation head

4PHZ 4-hole aviation straight plug
7PH 7-hole aviation short head

7PHZ 7-hole aviation straight plug

9PA 9- hole amp head

10PXH 10 hole small aerial plug

15PA 15 - hole amp head

15PH 15 hole aviation short head

2PA 2- hole amp head

600S C600S series drives use

Corresponding motor type

B B series motor

N N series motor
X Unlimited motor

etc..

Sign

Accessories introduction

definitiondefinition

definition

definition

definition

www.coolmayplc.com www.coolmayplc.com



DL600S-XX-G-X-4PA

Servo motor and servo all-in-one machine driver adaptation table

60mm

80mm

Frame Matching encoderAdapter driver

MX3G-C40-32MT

MX3G-C75-32MT

Servo motor and servo driver adaptation table

60mm

80mm

Frame Matching encoderAdapter driver

C600S-40

C600S-75

400
400
750
750

Applicable to CN7J series 60,
80 frame single turn absolute 
value servo motor.

BM600S-XX-G-X-9PA
Applicable to CN7J series 60,
80 frame single turn absolute 
value servo motor.

Accessories introduction

31

AC servo motor and driver adaptation table:

Model Power (W) Speed (RPM)

Model Power (W) Speed (RPM)

17 bit single turn
 absolute encoder

17 bit single turn
 absolute encoder

List of servo wiring

No. Picture Illustration

Power 
line

Encoder
 line
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